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About This Game

WARNING: This is a text game and requires a lot of reading. Introducing the latest, proper interactive fiction game from
CoaguCo Industries.

Story 4 is now out and Story 1 is now free! The last story of the series has finally dropped. Follow Aloysius as he witnesses
the end of Marsch's tale, the beginning of Madelyn's, and finds out what really happened to Dr. Stansfield. Also, Story 1 is now

available, in full, for free. Click the demo button to get it!

You are about to uncover four twisted tales of misadventure surrounding people connected, in some way, by the late Dr. Cyrus
Stansfield's cloning machine. Within these stories you must face the ethical dilemmas and possible fortune while guiding each

character to their own end.

The story takes place in the city of Starkham; the same location as One Way To Die and The Dope Game, and features
recognizable places and characters spanning both games. Owners of previous games will get alternate story chunks unlocked as

well.

In the proper fashion of text adventures, the player starts a story and navigates by making decisions at certain times to move
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forward. Each decision has a variety of outcomes and consequences, many of which have randomized elements to them. Before
the start of each story, the player is given the opportunity to change various elements about the story, similar to Mad Libs. These

changes will move forward with each story as the player progresses.

The game comes with four stories which are released in episodic fashion:

Story One
The Addict follows the nephew of Dr. Stansfield, Marsch, after he gets out of rehab and inherits his uncle's mansion and lab.

Will he fall back to old habits and ruin this opportunity or will he take advantage of it and finally improve his life while
continuing the family legacy?

Story Two
The Doctor reveals exactly what happened to Dr. Stansfield leading to his nephew taking over. How did he die? Did he even

actually die at all?

Story Three
The Neighbor follows a little girl, Madelyn, who stumbles into the lab after it has been condemned following the nephew's

untimely mistakes. She also falls victim to the cloning machine and must not only clear her good name but stop her clone from
doing further damage.

Story Four
The Clone is about Aloysius, one of the clones who survives Marsch's failed experiment, who tries to make sense of everything

that happened since then as well as unravel the mystery of Dr. Stansfield's death.

The game launched with story one, The Addict, with the additional stories to follow as episodic updates.

The game also keeps track of various statistics, both personal and global, such as decisions made, random events encountered,
and wins/losses over games played. Progress on each story's branches is also kept so the player can use it to experience all the

different outcomes for each one, if they choose.

There are also a total of twenty-five achievements broken up among the stories, five each, as well as five global ones.
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Title: Raise Your Own Clone
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
CoaguCo Industries
Publisher:
CoaguCo Industries
Release Date: 13 Oct, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Either Intel or AMD, 1.6 GHz or higher

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.1+ Capable

Sound Card: Depends on if you want to hear

English
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Ths is the sequel to a reasonably enjoyable, and technically proficient hack and slasher, and all I can say is "Wow!"

I'd love to be saying "Wow" because the game is a stunning sequel to something that had potential, and because this game
realizes that potential.....But, if the negative review doesn't give it away already....*drum roll*... it fails miserably.

First and foremost - I quite liked the first Garshasp game. It wasn't stunning, but it showed a decent level of craft. This game
however is fairly sloppy, and really, really, really (REALLY!!!) short. I finished it on hard in an hour and forty minutes, which
is disgraceful value for money.

The story and voice acting is utterly terrible. The camera, which was previously fixed, is now mildly dynamic - but often jittery,
and frames the action awkwardly. Truthfully I think this is an unfinished game - despite it having a beginning and an end, its the
bare minimum for qualifying as a "story" (a really bad story) and being a "game".

The worst thing is that up until the abrupt ending I would have said it was a more confident game than the first one, and despite
the wonky camera it is fairly enjoyable. But then it went and threw all that away, with an annoying final boss, a ridiculously
short play time and a seriously naff ending.

This is a pity, as up until that point it was a much better paced game than the previous one. In the end though it's one of the most
shockingly poor games I've ever played....(and I played the playstation 1 version of Shadowman all the way to the end lol). \u4f6
0\u4e3a\u4ec0\u4e48\u8981\u628a\u6e38\u620f\u7684\u540d\u5b57\u653e\u5728\u6e38\u620f\u4e2d\uff1f\u5982\u679c\u4
f60\u53ea\u662f\u7528\u4e2d\u6587\u5236\u4f5c\u6e38\u620f\u7684\u8bdd\u5462\uff1f \u62d6\u9493\uff1f \u4f60\u751a\
u81f3\u6ca1\u6709\u628a\u4f60\u7684\u5546\u5e97\u9875\u9762\u653e\u5728\u82f1\u6587\u4e0d\u53ef\u7528\u7684\u57
30\u65b9

\u7f16\u8f91\uff1a\u6709\u4e9b\u4e1c\u897f\u662f\u82f1\u6587\u5f88\u68d2\uff0c\u4f46\u662f\u4e0d\u4e70\u5b83\uff0c\
u754c\u9762\/\u7528\u6237\u754c\u9762\u5f88\u6076\u52a3\uff0c\u4f60\u751a\u81f3\u770b\u4e0d\u5230\u6574\u4e2a\u6
587\u5b57\uff08\u6216\u5411\u4e0b\u6eda\u52a8\uff09\u4f60\u5fc5\u987b\u4f7f\u7528\u4f60\u7684WASD\u952e\u6765\
u79fb\u52a8\u76f8\u673awtf ??? \u663e\u7136\u4ea4\u901a\u662f\u7528\u74e6\u7279\u6765\u8861\u91cf\u7684\uff0c\u8f
d9\u5f53\u7136\u662f\u6709\u9053\u7406\u7684\u3002 \u8fd8\u6709\u4ec0\u4e48....\u516c\u53f8\u6536\u5165\u7684\u4e
3b\u8981\u6765\u6e90\u4f9d\u8d56\u4e8e\u793c\u7269\uff0c\u793c\u7269\u548c\u6211\u5931\u53bb\u768410\u5206\u949
f\u5224\u65ad\uff08\u6211\u5df2\u7ecf\u77e5\u9053\uff0c\u53ea\u662f\u60f3\u7559\u4e0b\u4e00\u7bc7\u8bc4\u8bba\u8bf
4\u4e3a\u4ec0\u4e48\u5b83\u8bf4\u5b83\u652f\u6301\u82f1\u8bed\u65f6 \u6ca1\u6709\u6216\u5c1d\u8bd5\u5b83\uff0c\u5
982\u679c\u5b83\u662f16\u5c81\u7684\u9752\u5c11\u5e74\u5b66\u4e60HTML\uff09\u662f\u7684\uff0c\u6240\u4ee5\u653
6\u5165\u662f\u7c89\u4e1d\uff08\u9c9c\u82b1\uff09\u5236\u4f5c\u7684\u793c\u7269\uff0c\u800c\u4e0d\u662f\u4ee5\u54
0e\u4f60\u53ef\u4ee5\u51fa\u552e\u3002 \u6709\u5173\u9519\u8bef\/\u60ca\u4eba\u7ffb\u8bd1\u7684\u66f4\u591a\u8be6\
u7ec6\u4fe1\u606f\uff0c\u8bf7\u67e5\u770b\u6211\u572818\u5206\u949f\u8fdb\u5165\u6e38\u620f\u65f6\u4f7f\u7528\u76
84\u56fe\u7247\uff08\u82f1\u6587\uff09\u5927\u90e8\u5206\u5185\u5bb9
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
English version of my review:
Why do you put the name of your game on english on the store page, aswell as the description, if you only make the game in
Chinese? just for trolling? But you did not even put on the store page that English is not available.

edit: some things are in English great, but do not buy it, the interface\/UI is atrocious, you cannot even see the whole text (or
scroll down) you have to use your WASD keys to move the camera wtf??? and apparently traffic is measured with Watts which
of course makes sense. What else.... the main source of the company revenues relies on gifts, GIFTS and judging by the 10
minutes that I lost playing this ( I already knew that, just wanted to leave a review saying why it says that it supports english
when does not or tries it like if it was as adolescent of 16 years old learning html) yes, so the revenue are gifts made by fans
(flowers) than later on you can sell. For more detailed info of the bugs\/amazing translations check the pics that I took on my 18
minutes into the game (are in English) most of it.

p.s.: yes please do tell me is the first day of release when is FULL game not EA or
some\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665for those excuses. buy it at your own risk
. Nostalgia <3 and this is where they took batman combat from.. Huge maps and long waves. I love this.. HORRIBLE game
play!!!! Hand doesn't even click on the area you have selected. Had sherlock stuck in a room for 15 minutes trying to get him to
open the door and leave and couldn't. The angles are horrible, you walk to corners and can't get out. If the game was created to
irritate and anger you it does a very good job. I have played this game and the mystery of the mummy. They both seem like bad
knock offs of the classic Electronic Arts Sherlock Holmes games. I have purchased the rest of the set from Frogwares I would
hope that at least one will be worth the money spent....The jury is still out, moving to the next game in the series.. Unknown
Battle = Call of Duty: Black Ops 4 !!. When writing this i have completed about half the game.

The game plays really well, But its almost an exect replica of ZUMA the game, The only real difference in this game is that you
get to select verious powerups for play though the game.

However saying this you can collect all powerups during play if your good enough to do so.

This relys on muliplyer of how you knock the combo's of the game.

The indi dev is working hard to earn a living but i believe he is under contract and is relying on that,

Game play is very much ZUMA but with powerups that you can collect during gameplay.

If you want a similar experiance to ZUMA then by all means its a stable game, Almost a ripoff of the game but bewarned.

There are a few achevements on steam that are broken that might never get fixed.

Solid game, and as a little story to go with it.. very cool game i had ffun playing with one hand!!! 11
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This is a great and cheap game. But being a cheap RTS game isn't the reason why this is a Great Game. Check it out and kill
those dam teroriest.. Legacies of Dondoran was so good, it was worth Deadly Sin 2's price three times over.

That said, this is shaping up to be a solid RPGmaker title! An hour in, at least. ;]. id say this game is worth like 5$
>4 levels
>sometimes hits don't work
>melee rarely works
>glass objects break when you pick them up most of the time. Hey! Another virtual desktop based on FREE Unity assets!!1!
Yay... *yawn*

This one's incredibly buggy and really not thought through.
Awkward controls and non-working "features".

Almost nothing actually works (camera? Nope. Wallpapers? Nope. File browser? Add 300 blank lines after last file? THAT
works!).

Avoid this, this looks and feels like the default compile of Unity's "Virtual Desktop PlayMode" 
(https:\/\/www.assetstore.unity3d.com\/en\/#!\/content\/29083) with added test stuff they're not really understanding how to
code..

Early access? Yeah, you betcha. So early no one's awake.

. best game i've played i rate this yes/10. \u4f60\u6ca1\u6709\u670b\u53cb
POSTED: MARCH 26
you need to activate the dlc, to get the code you have to buy the dlc, then on the right (depending on your steam display) right
click on the crew and you will see the cd code, all you need to do is enter that into uplay. This will officially be the first VR
game I uninstall from my computer. I thought I'd see it through once but after my phone rang, I couldn't find the motivation to
put the headset back on. The voice actiing is pretty rough. Still, it's free so I won't poop on it too hard. Try it for yourself.
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